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5307 43 Street Fort Nelson British Columbia
$154,000

Quiet and Oh So Cute! Looking for a low maintenance home that you can move into and enjoy without

breaking the bank? This is a perfect fit for you! 75' x 150' of fantastic fenced yard, with great wired workshop

w/ wood heat (WETT inspected) and ample storage, an attached woodshed for those backyard fires and

stocking up for winter. There is a 2nd shed in the back and the sun shiny deck is situated to be nice and

private. The trees in the front offer shade and curb appeal! Step inside to the nice sized entry with large closets

and through there to the family room with cozy woodstove to cut heating costs. The kitchen is sizeable with

bright white cabinets and all major appliances. The bathroom is fresh and doubles as a laundry room! Updated

electrical, windows and siding, plus more! SO CUTE! (id:6769)

Living room 11 ft ,5 in X 16 ft ,1 in

Kitchen 11 ft ,7 in X 13 ft ,8 in

Family room 11 ft ,4 in X 24 ft ,3 in

Primary Bedroom 13 ft ,1 in X 11 ft ,3 in

Bedroom 2 8 ft ,9 in X 9 ft ,8 in

Bedroom 3 11 ft ,5 in X 9 ft ,8 in
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